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Approach: word meaning is substance superimposed on form in continuous field
(cf. Trier 1934)
◦
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Needs a vector field semantics
Assumes that the dynamics of such a field goes back to some “energy” stored in structures,
i.e. word/sentence meaning is “energy”
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Dynamic clustering (Salton 1975) is 2/3
of Newton’s 2nd law, F = ma
Similarity is as if glue = modelled on
attractive force, e.g. gravitation, if term
“mass” can be factored in
•
•

•

An RBF kernel has the capacity to
generate a potential surface and hence
create the impression of gravity,
providing one with distance-based
decay of interaction strength, plus a
scalar scaling factor for the interaction,
i.e. K(x,x’) = exp (- γ||x – x’||2)
•

•
•

PageRank can act as term “mass”
PR values are variable, not constant,
implementing social mechanics

Semantic kernels hint at a deeper
connection between meaning and the
metric tensor shaping the curvature of
classification space (Amari & Wu 1999,
Eklund 2016)
“Lexical forces” exist (White 2002,
Beeferman et al 1999)

Word meaning as a lexical field: theory
exists but is static
•

Dynamic semantics, update semantics is
sentence semantics
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Dataset: Tate Britain, London
◦

◦

The catalog metadata for the 69.202 artworks that Tate owns or jointly owns with the National Galleries of
Scotland are available in JSON format as open data. Out of the above, 53.698 records are timestamped. The
artefacts are indexed by Tate’s own hierarchical subject index which has three levels, from general to
specific index terms.
Statistics for the Tate holdings show two acquisition peaks in 1796-1844 (33.625 artworks) and 1960-2009
(12.756 artworks), we focused on these two periods broken down into 10 five-years epochs each, with
altogether 46.381 artworks.


}

In the 19th century period, subject index level 1 had 22 unique general index terms (21 of them persistent over ten
epochs), level 2 had 203 unique intermediate index terms (142 of them persistent), and level 3 had 6624 unique
specific index terms (225 of them persistent). In the 20th century period, level 1 had 24 unique terms (22 of them
persistent), level 2 used 211 unique terms (177 of them persistent), and level 3 had 7536 unique terms (288 of
them persistent over ten epochs).

◦

Analysis Framework Description in the paper, see the one to the next flowchart.

◦
◦
◦

Massively parallel, fastest open source software to train self-organizing maps
Accelerate training on multicore CPUs, GPUs, and cluster
Here: Emergent Self-Organizing Maps (ESOM)

Tool: Somoclu

•

•

Excerpt from the tension vs. content structure changes in the level 2 (intermediate)
index term landscape in 1796-1805. Blue basins host content, brown ridges
indicate tensions. Whereas towns, cities, villages remain merged over both epochs,
inland and natural become merged within the same basin
Drift logs help bookkeeping of dynamics

(a) Changes in the top [level 1] conceptual layer of the Tate indexing vocabulary in
1796-1845, sampled every 5 years, modelled on a gravitational field. Gravitational force
is the negative gradient of the corresponding potential.
(b) Respective changes in the underlying potential field. Extreme values indicate
semantically related term pairs with respectively high social status expressed by
PageRank. The semantic potential models the first among equals principle.

Underlying drift dynamics, we can detect
external influences on timestep-specific
semantic composition of collections

We can express the “work content” (i.e.
energy) equivalent of converting any
two meanings into each other;

